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                        Business accounts built for online business.                    
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            Business Accounts            

            
                The ideal banking alternative for your business with all the features you need            
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                        Open additional accounts and manage them centrally

                    
                        As your business grows, so does your need for more accounts. IBANIZE allows you to centrally manage all of your accounts, even across various legal entities. All of this using a single, online interface, giving you a clear overview of your finances at all times.
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                    Ibanize Reconciliation Tool                    

                    
                        Do you have to deal with reconciliation of many incoming bank transfers?

Avoid the reconciliation costs and lost payment with our great tool.

                    

                

                
                    
                        

                        
                        
                        
                        
                        
                        

                    

                

            

        

    


    
    
        
            
                
                    
                        

                            Manage it via API

                        
                            You can create, delete, temporarily block or unblock this tool on your own via our API.
Receive real-time notifications about your inbound payments.                        
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                                    Assign each of your customers/contracts a specific reference and you’ll always know who is paying for what.                                
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                                            Option to set-up multiple users to authorize a payment, either for all payments or only from a certain amount.
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                                            Decide which users have executive rights, which can only prepare payments for executive users to approve and which have only viewing rights.
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                                            Need to handle a lot of outbound payments at once? No problem, you can do that with an upload of a single file.
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                                            Save time with your regular payments and create your own payment templates.
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                    Manage your accounts as you prefer
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                                Tailored for businesses, our internet banking offers multi-user approval, mass payments, and easy user management for a seamless experience                            
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                                Integrate corporate accounts seamlessly with API Banking. Automate supplier payments, employee wages, and access custom reports and statements!                            
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                Ready to open your business
 account for the 21st century?
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    Zatvoriť
    Cenník poplatkov

    
        
            
                
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Platba kartou
                

            

                            
                    
                        Od klientov z Európy*
                    

                    
                        0,99% + 0,20 EUR
                    

                

                                
                    
                        Od klientov mimo Európy*
                    

                    
                        3,09% + 0,20 EUR
                    

                

                        

        
            
                
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Online bankové prevody
                

                
                    0,99% + 0,20 EUR
                

            

        

        
            
                
                    
                

            

            
                
                    Ostatné poplatky
                

            

                            
                    
                        Vedenie Platobného účtu
                    

                    
                        6,00 EUR / mesiac
                    

                

                                
                    
                        Odchádzajúca platba z Platobného účtu
                    

                    
                        0,20 EUR
                    

                

                                
                    
                        Vrátená kartová transakcia
                    

                    
                        0,20 EUR
                    

                

                        

        * Európsky hospodársky priestor
        Pre viac informácií o platobnej bráne ZADARMO si pozrite Fair Usage Policy

    
















